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~ruI,TI -~10DE ~·1F.ASURES: FROH POTHOLES TO POLICE 

by 

Elinor Ostrom 

On Palm Sunday one year a~o, I found mysel f walking dOlm an 

Indianapolis street, carryinrr a yardstick and dashing out between passing 

cars to measure the potholes in the street. Why would any sane person 

dasll out onto a busy street to risk their life to measure some holes in 

the ground? I must confess that I asked myself that question several 

times that day and other days while I helped develop our "unobtrusive" 

measures of road conditions. The answer to that question takes a some-

what long route but will be the focus of this presentation. 

~Ieasuring the Output of Police 

The story begins in 1970 when we first started a series of studies 

comparing the levels of service olltlmt for small and large pol ice depart

ments servin~ relatively similar neighborhoods within metropolitan areas. l 

Our substantive interest in police resulted from the repeated assertions 

that-SMall scale police agencies were less effective than large-scale 
? 

agencies.~ 

In our attempt to examine these assertions empirically, we first used 

a series of measures derived from citizen surveys. The first type of measure 

was that of citizen experiences with crime and with police. These included: 

• Whether anyone in the householc1 had been the victim of criminal 
activity. 

• If a victimization incident had occured, whether the police 
were notified. 
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If notified, hm'l fast the police had responded. 

If the police responded, what level of activity was undertaken. 

Whether anyone in the household had callect upon the police 
for assistance to deal ''lith a noncriminal, but emergency 
probleM. 

If assistance was requested, how fast did the police respond. 

If assistance was provided, ""hat level of activity was 
undertaken. 

ll,'hether respondents had been stopped by police serving their 
neighborhood. 

G Whether respondents knm'/ anyone who had been mistreated by 
police serving their neighborhood. 

Secondly, we utilized a series of indicators of citizen evaluations 

of service levels. These included: 

(') 

o 

o 

How fast respondents thoup;ht police serving their neighborhood 
responded to calls for service. 

Whether resnondents tl10ught crime in the neighborhood was 
rising, abottt the same or decreasing. 

Whether respondents thought that police-community relations 
were outstanding, good, adequate, inadequate or very poor. 

\~ether respondents thought that the jo~ performed by police 
serving their neighborhood was outstand1ng, good, adequate, 
inadequate, or very poor. 

!\rJ1.ether respondents thought that police services were equally 
available to all in their community. 

In later studies we added to this list of measures (deriyed from 

random samples of citizens living in matched neighborhoods being served 

by 'arying sized departments) by including measures derived from inter

views with police and from other agency records. 3 Some of these ,~ere: 

The evaluation given by officers to the performance of their 
mffi department. 

The ratings given by a pool of police officers serving a 
metropolitan area to the departments in the area. 

3 

• The proportion of reported crimes cleared hy arrest. 

c The proportion of warrants issued by the prosecutor to warrants 
applied for. 

Findings 

Using such multiple measures of police output, in a series of studies 

conducted in Indianapolis, Chicano, St. Louis, and then replicated in 

Grand Rapids and Nashville- f1avicison County, we found a consistent pattern 

across indicators of output. 4 Larger police ar;encies serving carefully 

matched neighborhoods were !lot PlOre effective. SMall departments per

formed either <J,t equal or higher levels across the ran,ge of all indicators 

used. Having usen a series of dH-Fcrent indicators, we can make much 

more confident statements ahout the relative effectiveness of large and 

small police clepartments than if we had used a single measure o-F output. 

Primary Reliance on One Hode of Data Collection 
--'----------------_._------

However, many of our individual measures of output were derived from 

one mode of data collection -- that of individual interviews with respond-

ents selected by a random process. '{any scholars and puhlic officials 

are uneasy about an~ reliance unon data collected from a survey of 

citizens about public a,gency performance. Citizens are thoup,-ht hy some 

to be uninformed and unahle to give reliahle percelltions and/or evaluations 

of service levels. Whether one agrees with this view or not (we obviously 

do not), reliance upon any single mode of measurement can lead to errors 

or biases in measuring performance or nrocluctivity. 

This challenge to a particular mode of data collection about the 

output of public agencies led us to design a study in which measures of 

output were ohtained from multiple )11ode_~ of data collection. S We '<Janten 

,j ~..,.,''--'''''"~,.:'';;*.,-'M.;:r,J'';'~,~~'''__'''''.r,_~ __ ~ ________________________________ ... ______________________ _ 
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to compare the similarity of data collected from three modes: citizen 

interview, physical measurement devices and agency records. The latter 

two modes of data collection are considered by many as "objectivell data 

while intervie\'1 data is considered "subjective." With such comparisons 

we could ask, for example, whet1ler the pattern of service delivery as 

perceived by citizens was similar to that measured by some form of 

physical device or by a.gency records. We sou~ht to determine whether 

"subjective" measures are related to "objective" measures. 

~feasuring Road Condition and Street Lighting 

While one can talk about "physical" measures of output for local 

public services, fe\'1 services exist for which one can "dream up" a way 

of physically measuring it let alone having a measurement device already 

available. We snlected two service areas -- road condition and street 

lip,hting -- where \'Ie thought ''Ie could develop physical measures, gain 

information from a random sample of citizens and obtain information 

from agency records concerning levels of output. The Urban Institute 

had already undertaken some work in the area of measuring road roughness 

using a IIroughometerll.6 The idea of measuring street lighting by a light

meter also seemed feasible. 

Types of Heasures Used 

For social scientists, this project took us far astray into the 

realm of physics, optics and mechanics. We learned that developing 

valid and reliable physical measures of output -- even for sue!t relatively 

~imple services as road condition and street lir.hting -- is not easy. 

J.. 
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For street lighting, we developed a method of using a precision light

meter to record the level of night lighting on sidewalks and streets 

facing a particular blockface. For street condition, we developed a 

mechanical device, called the Residential Street Roughness Indicator, 

to measure the Toughness of Tosidential streets. 7 We also developecl an 

observation form and procedure \~hich can be used by trained observers 

to record specific data about various aspects of street condition. The 

procedure includes, among other items, measuring all potholes on a 

blackface with a "yardstick pothole measurer." It was that observation 

procedure that I was testing on Palm Sunday one year ago. 

A citizen survey represented our second mode of data collection. 

This survey was pretested by interviewing 326 respondents living in 

seven neighborhoods in Indianapolis during the spring of 1974. Citizens 

\'lere asked a series of questions to elicit their perceptions of street 

lighting and road condition, their evaluations of these services and 

their preferences for different levels of these services. 

Agency records were to he our third mode of data collection. Unfor

tunately, we found this mode of data collection to be the most difficult 

of all. Agency re~ords were so fragmentary that few consistent indicators 

could be developed. For road conditions we w~re only able to code the 

frequency of complaints directed to the Indianapolis Oepartment of 

Transportation concerning the roads facing the respondeJ:ts in our survey. 

For street lighting, we were not able to code much more than the frequency 

and pattern of street lights shown on power company map:..R 

Preliminary Find~ngs 

Preliminary data analysis has been initiated. One of the first 
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questions ,.,e have addressed is "What is the relationship bet\'leen citizen 

perceptions of service levels and our physical measures of service 

levels?" This is an important question since many policy analysts are 

hesitant to rely upon citizen reporten evaluation of output due to the 

assumed inaccuracy of citizen perceptions of service levels. Early 

analysis docs not provide a uniform picture of accurate perception across 

all indicators. However, the more specific and concrC'tc the referent 

to '.'Jhich our quc-;itions were addressed, the more like I y a high level of 

association exists beth'een physica~ measures and citizen perceptions of 

service levels. 

For example, citizens were quite accurate in their perceptions of 

specific aspects of road condition on their block. Citizens accurately 

rC1)ort('d the type of street surface, the presence or ahsence of curbs, the 

condition o-r. thc:r curbs, the presence of surface disinte~ration, and the 

presence of potholcs. 9 

Sue Carroll of the Workshop staff developed a roughness scale composed 

of individual itens derived from our observation procedures,lO The scale 

was developed for each quadrant of a blockface and for an entire black

face. The scale included the observer's coding of the amount of surface 

uisinh;gration, the number and size of potholes, the pres8r.ce or absence 

of cracks, the presence or absence of bumps and the presence or absence 

of utility cuts. Each observer was also asked to rate each blockface as 

being "very rough," "fairly rough," "fairly smooth," and "very smooth." 

These observer ratings were strongly related to the "roughnC'ss scale" 

for \loth a quadrant (gamma = . 94) and for the hlockFace as n. \\'!lOle (gamma .. 

.97). 

7 

When respondents I perceptions of"' the rou?:hness of the street on 

their block were then associated with the quadrant and blockface roughness 

scale, the measure of association hetween them is fairly strong (ganml11 = 

.76 for both scales). Some variation occured across various control 

variables. Those persons \'lith more than a high school diploma, those 

over 45, those who have lived on a hlock more tlum five years, and those 

living on medium to short blocks tended to he more "accurate" in their 

perceptions of road roughness. Initial data analysis \'lith scores produce~ 

by the Residential Street Rour,hness Indicator <levice are consistent with 

these findings. A high assocbtion exists aJl1onp: all these innivic1ual 

modes of data collection concerning the level of road roughness. The 

perceptions of citizens, the output from. a mechanical device for measurin~ 

road roughness and t'le coded observations of trained field-workers- are 

strongly associated. 

Although the levels o-F association are not, in general, as high as 

in the case of street condition, statistically significant correlatjons 

between citizen perceived streetlight brightness levels on their hlock

face and data from a precision photoelectric meter were found. ll Further, 

a distinct pattern emerged between the strength of association and the 

distance on either side of a respondent's house over which light-meter 

readings were averaged. Correlations reach a maximum when meter readings 

are averaged over intervals relatively proximate to a respondent's home 

and decline as the meter readin.P.'s are averaged over widening intervals. 

The lowest correlation is between citizen nerceptions of street-

light brightness and li~ht-meter readings averal!ed for an entire block-

face. For some subsets of the sample, this correlation was not statis-

tically significant. Citizens, thus, appear to s'1ow a pronounced tendency 
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to perceive blockface streetlight hrightness conclitions in terms of 

the hrightne5s levels relatively proxinate to their own homes. When 

asked sped HcnIly ahout conditions near to t 11eir homes, d tizens nre 

more accurate. We found that citizens \vho h3.d lived on their block 

for more than 10 years, \"ho had a hi,!~\ school or hettcr education, or 

who lived on relatively short blocks showed 1. higher than average dCf;rec 

of ac.curacy.12 

Significance o~ f'in~in~s 

Asce:t:'taininp,- the Least Expensi'ye, Valid ~1easure of Output 

The finding that measures derived from interview's \vi th citizens 

and me<1sures derivecl from physical devices or field ohc;ervation forms 

are positively related for two service areas has considerable importance 

for those interested in measuring the productivity of local public service 

agencjes. In the first place, given the close association between the 

diverse modes of data collection regarding road conditions, public 

officials or public interest grou;.)s concerned in ascertaining the relative 

productivity of agencies engarred :1n road repair activities can select the 

mode of data collection which is J.0ast expensive. The results obtained 

should correlate highly with 1'('}:')ults obtained from more expensive modes 

of data collection. Thus, we can increase the productivity of measuring 

productivity! Of the three modes of data collection compared -- the 

Residential Street Roughness Indicator, the field observation form and 

the citizen survey -- the field observation form is the least expensive 

mode of data collection. 

The Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis is currently 

preparing a "Portfolio of Professional Papers" on 1I\1ultiplE' Hoasures of 

-----------------------------~------~-~ ---
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i1unicipal Output." The Portfolio will contain a. copy of the Road Condi

tion Observation Form and an instruction hool~let on the procedures for 

using this form. We will include in this Portfolio copies of a citizen 

survey related to road condition and streetlightinr: and drmvings of 

the Residential Street Roughness Indicator for those who wish to 

utilize the other modes of data collection or to further experiment with 

simultaneous collection of output measures with more than a single Plode 

of collection. Field procedures for utilizing a precision light-meter, 

descriptions of the two instruments we utilized in our citizen survey --

the Street Lighting Simulator and the Street Lighting Photograph Oist>lay 

-- will also be included in this portfolio. 13 

Citizen Perceptions of Specific Service Attributes Relatively Accurate 

The findings from these studies are important also for those areas 

where no physical measures of output are possible. Given that citizens 

seem to be fairly accurate in their perception of specific and clearcut 

attributes of road condition and street lighting, one can have somewhat 

more confidence that citizens will be fairly accurate in their perception 

of specific attributes of other services. To the extent that questions 

can be phrased about specif:ic aspects of services for which there are no 

physical measures of output, it would appear that one can obtain fairly 

accurate perceptions from citizens. 

This means that considerable attention must he paid to the contruc

tion of questions on citizen surveys. We founcl, for example, in our 

early pretesting of our police-services instrument that asking the 

quostion: 1I0w fast did the police arrive? (to (I person who had hcen a 

victim of crilne and had called upon the police) was not specific enough. 

_______________________ ---011 ..... ___ .~---- ~~.-
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1·lany respondents indicated only "very fast" or "slow." W.~ then found 

that some peonle thought "slow" was 10 ninutes while others thought 

"slow" was 30 minutes. Given this information f'rom our pretests, we 

obtained data ahout res~)onse time in tcr);}s of minutes elapsed between 

call and response. 

In addition to as};in~ citi 2ens about t1)€'lr uerceptions of service 

conditions, we also asked about tlleir prcferenccs_ concerning the 

purposes of street lighting and r03.d repair. For example, \\Ie asked 

respondents: 

Which of the following purposes do you personnally consider 
to he the ~:~ost ir.1portant purpose street li,crhtinp, should 
serve on your hlock: To discourage crime? To assist 
pedestrians or to help prevent traffic accidents? 

Shty percent of our respondents im1ieatcd th:::tt discouraging crime was 

the most ir.1portant purpose, 23 percent indicated that assisting 

pedestrians \Vas most importm'lt ''lh.i1e only 14 percent indicated that 

prcvcntinp, traffic accidents wa.:.:.; most important (three percent responded 

that they did TlOt know). 

In talking with public officbls in the City of Indianapolis, we 

were tolll that the purpose of str~~0t lighting in the City was to prevent 

traffic accidents. Host of Indianapolis has light fixtures at only 

intersections with the direction of the lights pointed tmmrd the street 

rather than the surrounding sidewalks and front yards. 

Without obtaining systematic citizen feedback, public officials 

have little opportunity to learn that citizen preferences may vary 

significantly from the purposes for which public officials are working. 

11 

Testing \~!lYs to Il1!Prove Prodt~ctivity 

~1any assertions are made about ways of improving the prodttctivi ty 

of local puhlic agencies, HO\vever, most of the presumptions ahout the 

factors likely to increase 11l'orluctivity of puhlic agencies have not_ 

been suhjectec:l to empirical test, They are accepted as part of the 

conventional wisdom. ~lany of the finrlin(~s in our current rescarcl) 

about comparative levels of output, however, run contrary to conventional 

wisdom. 14 A surprising numher of stuclies indicate either no significant 

economies or substantial dis('conomies to h(' assodaterl with larger size 

. 1 C; of public service ar,;cnCIOS. . Yet t 1\Cse findings are 0 ften ip,norcd: as 

though ,~e s~toulJ not be confusect l'y the facts. When presumptions w'lich 

are assumed to be true arc not supportc(t hy emnirical eVlrience, \Ve arc 

confrontetl with the seriolls t.1st: of rethinking OUT presumptions and of 

developing alternative explanations for \II11y we get the results \110 do. If) 

The crisis of confidence that 1)ervutles much of American puhlic Ii fe calls 

for more than measures of output. But output Tllcasures -- derived from 

A 

mUltiple modes of data collection -- arc koy elements in efforts to 

explain ,~hy 've often get sHch noor rostIl ts wj th such lavish efforts. 

Palm Sunday l'18asuring potholcs r:~ay help in the process of jmprovin~ t 11C 

delivery of local services in urhan are~s -- at least T hope ro. 
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